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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to create a secret key between two different IoT wireless entities while not the necessity for 
sharing the key manually. The idea behind this is to generate the key based on the received signal strength (RSS) of the wireless 
signals. The RSS would be different for the two entities that are involved in communication based on their location and 
environment. Eavesdropper would not be able to detect these secret keys because the hacker would be located in a position other 
than the entities involved in the communication. This means that the RSS would be unique between any two entities and the 
signals and their strengths would not be the same for the hacker. Hence the secret bits abstracted out of the RSS which are 
falling outside the threshold levels will be definitely unique. This creates a novel plan & unique idea of creating the secret bits. 
The same calculation will be done on both the entities and eventually they will communicate with each other to come to a 
common shared key. Once the secret key is finalized, then the communication will begin with enhanced or increased security 
than before. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The effectiveness of secret key extraction, for private communication between two smart sensible wireless nodes i.e. IoT devices 
[1], from the received signal strength (RSS) variations on the wireless channel between the two smart devices are being evaluated & 
studied. The real world measurements of RSS in a variety of environments and settings are used. While RSS is included in most 
commercial hardware platforms, researchers have expressed doubts about the reliability of RSS measurements [3,5,8,10],especially 
from beacons that are a considerable distance from the localizing node[2]. The study of 802.11 b/g network and using available APs 
in a real-time work environment, based laptops show that: 

A. In certain smart environments i.e Internet Of Things (IOT) [1], due to lack of variations in the wireless channel, the extracted 
bits have very low entropy making these bits unsuitable for a secret key. 

B. An adversary can cause predictable key generations in these static environments, and 
C. In dynamic scenarios where the two smart devices are mobile, and/or where there is a significant moment in the environment, 

high entropy bits are obtained fairly quickly. 

Building on the strengths of existing secret key extraction approaches, an environment adaptive secret key generation scheme that 
uses an adaptive lossyquantizer in conjunction with cascade-based information reconciliation and privacy amplification is being 
developed. The measurements show that the scheme, in comparison to the existing ones that are being evaluated, performs the best 
in terms of generation high entropy bits at a high bit rate. This secret key bit streams generated by the scheme also pass the 
randomness test in the NIST[5] test suite that are conducted. Its built and evaluated the performance of secret key extraction using 
small, low power, hand held devices-Google Nexus One phones-that are equipped 802.11 wireless network cards. Last, the secret 
key extraction in a multiple input multiple outputs (MIME)-like sensor network tested that is created using multiple Telos B sensor 
nodes was evaluated. It was found that the MIMO-like sensor environment produces prohibitively high bit mismatch, which is 
addressed using an iterative distillation stage that is added to the key extraction process. Ultimately, it was shown that the secret key 
generation rate is increased when multiple sensors are involved in the key extraction process. The effectiveness of secret key 
extraction, for private communication between two wireless devices, from the received signal strength (RSS) variations on the 
wireless channel between the two devices are being evaluated, studied and experimented. The real world measurements of RSS in a 
variety of environments and settings are used. 
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II. PROBLEM DEFNITION 
The security concerns while communicating between smart wireless devices have become a major research concern now-a-days. 
Since there is a huge exponential growth of smart wireless devices i.e Internet Of Things (IOT) in the world today, needless to say 
that the need for security has increased exponentially. The knowledge of the hackers has also been increased and they try to find 
every opportunity to attack the smart wireless device user or steal his/her data without his knowledge. To totally avoid the scenario 
and to provide a fool proof methodology of security the communication data is need of the hour today. 

III.  PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Any communication between wireless devices if it has to be protected has to be encrypted and send across. For this encryption to 
happen, a secret key is needed. This secret key has to be shared between the two (or more) users who are going to communicate. 
This generation of the secret keys and sharing between the users will become a problem by itself let alone the security of the 
communication. The secret keys generated has to be communicated in a more fool proof way. The best way to share the secret key is 
just by whispering the key in the other party ears. It cannot be transferred through any other medium. But transferring the key by 
this way is not at all practical and hence there is a big problem in communicating this key which forms the basis for the further 
communication to happen. 

IV. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
A. Existing System 
Secret key establishment is a fundamental requirement for private communication between two IoT entities. Currently, the most 
common method for establishing a secret key is by using public key cryptography. However, public key cryptography consumes 
significant amount of computing resources problem of sharing secret keys between wireless nodes (say Alice and Bob) is to extract 
secret bits from the inherently random spatial and temporal variations of the reciprocal wireless channel between them. Essentially, 
the radio channel is a time and space-varying filter,  that at any point in time has the identical filter response for signals sent from 
Alice to Bob as for signals sent from Bob to Alice. 

B. Limitations of Existing System 
Significant amount of computing resources and power are required to achieve the public key cryptography which might not be 
available in certain scenarios like sensor networks[2]. Using other forms of cryptography which do not use public key methods are 
Quantum Cryptography which are still very rare and expensive. 

V. PROPOSED  SYSTEM 
 Received signal strength (RSS) is a popular statistic of the radio channel and can be used as the source of secret information shared 
between a transmitter and receiver. We use RSS as a channel statistic, primarily because of the fact that most of the current of-the-
shelf wireless cards, without any modification, can measure it on a per frame basis. The variation over time of the RSS, which is 
caused by motion and multipath fading, can be quantized and used for generating secret keys. The mean RSS value, a somewhat 
predictable function of distance, must be filtered out of the measured RSS signal to ensure that an attacker cannot use the knowledge 
of the distance between key establishing entities to guess some portions of the key. These RSS temporal variations, as measured by 
Alice and Bob, cannot be measured by an eavesdropper (say Eve) from another location unless she is physically very close to Alice 
or Bob. However, due to non-ideal conditions, including limited capabilities of the wireless hardware, Alice and Bob are unable to 
obtain identical measurements of the channel. This asymmetry in measurements brings up the challenge of how to make Alice and 
Bob agree upon the same bits without giving out too much information on the channel that can be used by Eve to recreate bits 
between Alice and Bob. 

A. Advantages of proposed system 
1) It’s very cost effective, since the current wireless adapters that are current prevailing in the market have the capability to 

calculate the RSS measurements of the signal strength and converting them into dBm values[12]. 
2) The secret key produced is very much dependent on the environment and distance between the two parties involved in the 

communication. Hence it makes practically impossible for an eavesdropper to guess the key generation or to act as a middle 
man in the communication. The key idea behind this is to extract secret keys by both the parties independently without 
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communicating with each other. The extract the key based on the receiver signal strength between the entities and hence there is 
no way a third person will be able to guess the key or portions of it.     

 

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM FRAMEWORK 
Extraction of received signal strengths , as multiple packets are exchanged between Entity-1  and Entity-2 (Fig.1), each of them 
builds a time series of measured RSS. Then, each node quantizes its time series to generate an initial secret bit sequence. The 
quantization is done based on specified on thresholds. The received signal strength is calculated for received signals and is plotted in 
a graph to pic the bits which lie outside the psitive and negative threshold levels. 
 

 
Fig.1. Flow Depicting Exchange of Packets 

 

 
Fig.2. System Frame work Design 

 
The system frame work design is depicted in Fig.2.The main entities involed are wirless receiver and transmitter. Fig 2. Can be 
further broadly understood bv dividing it further as shown in Fig.3.depicted below. Wirless Signal Receiver  signal output goes to 
the  quantizer then to quantizers output  goes as input to information Reconcilator 

 
Fig.3. Level 0 Data flow Diagram 
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The Information Reconcilator the passes its output to privacy amplifier and finally the output from privacy amplifier reaches to the 
wireless signal transmitter. The other main module description is further discussed as under:- 

A. Parity Bit Generation 
Once both Entity-1 and Entity-2 as depicted in Fig.1.extract the bit stream from the RSS measurements they collect using 
quantizers, to agree upon the same key, they must correct the bits where the two bits streams differ. Cascade is an iterative, 
interactive information reconciliation protocol. In this protocol, Entity-1 permutes the bit stream randomly, divides it into small 
blocks, and sends permutation and parity information of each block to Entity-2.  
Entity-2 permutes his bitstream in the same way, divides it into same blocks, computes parities and checks for parity mismatches. 
For each mismatch, Entity-2 performs a binary search on the block to find if a few bits can be changed to make the block match the 
parity. These steps are iterated a number of times to ensure a high probability of success. The Further level and data flow  of Fig 2. 
Can be illustrated in Fig.4 for better understanding  as depicted below 

 
Fig.4 Level 1 Data flow Diagram 

 
B. Privacy Amplification 
Privacy Amplification generates a shorter secret bit stream with a higher entropy rate from a longer secret bit stream with a lower 
entropy rate. Privacy Amplification are based on the leftover hash lemma, a well-known technique to extract randomness from 
imperfect random sources.      

C. Metrics Calculation 
Entropy characterizes the uncertainty associated with a random variable. We estimate the entropy of a bit stream using NIST [5] test 
suite’s approximate entropy test. We define the bit mismatch rate as the ratio of the number of bits that do not match between Entity-
1 and Entity-2 to the number of bits extracted from RSS quantization. We define secret bit rate as the average number of secret bits 
extracted per collected measurement. This rate is measured in terms of final output bits produced after taking care of bit losses due 
to information reconciliation and privacy amplification. 

D. Adaptive Secret Bit Generation        
 Entity-1 and Entity-2 consider a block of consecutive measurements of size block size which is a configurable parameter. 1 for each 
block, they calculate two adaptive thresholds q+ and q- independently such that q+ = mean + α* std deviation and q- = mean –α* std 
deviation, where α > 0. Entity-1 and Entity-2 parse their RSS measurements and drop RSS estimates that lie between q+ and q- and 
maintain a list of indices to track the RSS estimates that are dropped. They exchange their lists of dropped RSS estimates and only 
keep the once that they both decide not to drop. Entity-1 and Entity-2 generate their bit streams by extracting a 1 or a 0 for each RSS 
estimate if the estimate lies above q+ or below q-, respectively. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
The effectiveness of secret key extraction from the RSS variations in wireless channels using extensive real world measurements in 
a variety of environments and setting is evaluated. The frame work analysis approach suggest that bits extracted in static 
environments are unsuitable for generating a secret key. It was found that adversary can cause predictable key generation in static 
environments.. The aim of this paper in future is to develop an environment adaptive secret key generation scheme for generating 
high entropy bits at a high bit rate in comparison to the existing ones that are evaluated.  
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